




TRÍADE (São Paulo/BR) develops research in dance, per-
formance and urban art. The group has received impor-
tant national awards and incentives: Fomento à Dança 
para a cidade de São Paulo (10th and 17th editions), 
Funarte Klauss Vianna Award, ProAC de Pesquisa em 
Artes Cênicas, ProAC de Formação e Difusão Cultural, 
and Edital de Ocupação Caixa Cultural. As a guest group, 
TRÍADE participated in CCSP’s Semanas de Dança, da 
Bienal Sesc de Dança 2013, the 7th edition of the per-
formáticos_inquietos_radicais project (SESC Belenzinho, 
SP) Circuito Paulista Cultural (SP/BR) and the 6th edi-
tion of the Modos de Existir event (SESC Santo Amaro, 
SP). It integrates the virtual collection of Museu da Dan-
ça, in the exhibition "A Dança no espaço urbano” (2015).

TRIADE creates choreographic schemes that transit through 
dance, performance, installation and urban intervention, and 
connect the artistic production to a specific urban spatial 
context. The group's research addresses body-space relation-
ships - understood as historical process and social space. 
We are instigated to produce dance across the margins, the 
liminal tension zone, the border. We develop choreographic 
strategies and performative games that address and discuss 
topics that we see as urgent in connection to the urban space. 
We create the conditions for others to participate, dance, 
perform... It is a choreographic look that reads the city, the 
dance between rich and poor, the designs created by the 
stressed forces in the urban space, and that proposes and 

creates strength patterns - choreographies in public space.
 
The following projects are results of this research: TRIADE 
Tour São Bento (2011), TRÍADE Tour Ouvirundum 
(2013), TRÍADE Tour Santos (2013), TRÍADE Móbile 
(2013), Série Cartocoreográfica (2014) and Project 
[APARTEQUETECABE] [YOURSHARE], that comprises 
the COREOGRAPHIC GAMES (2017) and “TRABALHO, 
um DIPTICO” (Labor, a diptych) (2017).  
 
In addition to the above-mentioned projects, we have 
twice conducted research and developed publications 
arising from a liminal understanding of dance, based on 
contextual analysis and institutional critic. In 2008, we 
developed the project Bichos da Seda Deslocados?, with 
the purpose of investigating the contemporary dance sce-
nario and the reality of dance artists in São Paulo, based 
on the assumption that the production context into which 
dance is inserted influences the art form.
 
In 2015, in partnership with the group Coletivo Cartográ-
fico, we worked on the project  Liminaridade | 5 movimen-
tos, which culminated in the publication Liminaridade. 
The project aimed to oxygenate, deepen and radicalize the 
groups’ border practices in 5 research movements, whose 
focus were: 1. publication, archive and record; 2. city, drift 
and cartography; 3. de_bordering between the arts; 4. art-
activism; 5. body as performative construction.



CREATIONS

Dec 12

Bienal Sesc de Dança
Sesc Campinas

Bienal Sesc de Dança
Sesc Campinas

Galeria Olido (SP/BR)

Artistic Residence 
at Sesc Santana

Seminar "Youth and Labor"
Sesc Bom Retiro

Sesc Vila Mariana

apartequetecabe CRISE
TRABALHO, um díptico

CACHÊ
TRABALHO, um díptico

Alvo

apartequetecabe
Jogo Coreográfico

Labuta
Jogo Coreográfico

Labour
Jogo Coreográfico

2017

2017

2015

2017

2017

2017

Jan-Dec

Launching at MIS/SP (BR)

Oficina Oswald Andrade (SP/BR)

Several sites around São Paulo city

“Liminaridade” (publication)

Fundir-se

“Liminaridade | 5 movimentos”
(project)

Dec 15

July 5-8

2015

2015

2015

Sept 21-24

Sept 15-16

Sept 13-14

Aug29-Oct1

Apr30-May1



May 3-12

July 25-27

Nov 23-29

June 13-23

July27-Aug4

Sesc Sorocaba (SP/BR)

Caixa Cultural Rio de Janeiro (RJ/BR)

Caixa Cultural Recife (PE/BR)

Semanas de Dança CCSP (SP/BR)

TRIADE Móbile 2014

2013

Sesc Belenzinho (SP/BR)
event performáticos_inquietos_radicais

Aug 19-21

May 13-15

Event "Modos de ver" - Sesc Santo Amaro

Centro Cultural da Penha
Mostra Fomento à Dança (SP/BR) 

Galeria Olido

Circuito Paulista (SP/BR): Teodoro Sampaio, 
Epitácio Pessoa, Presidente Veceslau, Brodowski

Sesc Campinas (SP/BR), event “Cidade Ocupada” 

Sesc Bauru (SP/BR) 

Sesc Belenzinho (SP/BR)
event performáticos_inquietos_radicais

Série Cartocoreográfica July 5-8

Oct 10-15

Oct and Nov

May 7-10

Nov 3-15

2015

2014

2016

CREATIONS



12 Sessions - Rua São Bento (SP/BR)2011 Jun 14-28 
and July 4-8

Jan-JulyReasearch and online publication2008"Bichos da Seda Deslocados?

June 15-22

Sept 05-12

Aug 4

Nov 5

Aug 10

Oct 29-30

Feb15-Apr5

Bienal Sesc de Dança (Santos/BR)

Sessions commissioned by the 
Social Assistance Bureau

Sesc Ipiranga (SP/BR) 

Sessions commissioned for a Training to 
Dance Curators at SESC-SP (SP/BR)

GIRA - Grupos independentes de Rua
(apresentação)

Sessions commissioned for a Training
Tourism SESC-SP (SP/BR)

Violence Against Elderly People - Conscience 
Week - SESC-SP (SP/BR)

12 Sessions - Rua São Bento (SP/BR)

TRIADE Tour Santos

TRIADE Tour Ouvirundum

TRIADE Tour São Bento

2013

2013

2012

2014

2016

2014

2013

Apr 17 and
May 18

CREATIONS



COMMISSIONS AND FESTIVALS

Modo-de-existir - Sesc Santo Amaro

X Bienal Sesc de Dança

Sesc Ipiranga

VIII Bienal Sesc de Dança

performáticos inquietos radicais, Sesc Belenzinho SP

2016

2017

2013

2013

2013

LIMINARIDADE +
Série Cartocoreográfica

TRABALHO, um díptico
CACHÊ + CRISE

TRIADE Tour Santos

TRIADE Móbile

TRÍADE Tour Ouvirundum

AWARDS AND INCENTIVES

Fomento à Dança XVII Edition - Promotion of Dance
for the city of São Paulo

FUNARTE Klauss Vianna - Dance Award
ProAC 25- Promotion of access to culture Award

Fomento à Dança IX Edition - Promotion of Dance 
for the city of São Paulo

PAC 04 - Support for Research in Dance

Competition - Occupation of Caixa Cultural

2015

2011

2010

2008

2013

Liminaridade | 5 movimentos

TRIADE Tour São Bento

"Jardins"

Bichos da Seda Deslocados?

TRÍADE Móbile  



MAIN
PROJECTS
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TRIADE Tour is a choreographic, interactive and 
site specific audiotour, that ironically plays with 
the format of guided sightseeing tours. It was 
created in 2011 as a result of TRÍADE's research 
supported by Fomento à Dança para a cidade de 
São Paulo, with the collaboration of artists Flávia 
Melman, Larissa Salgado and Natalia Mallo.

In the "choreographic tour", the group participants, 
armed with MP3 players and headphones (simi-
lar to audio guides in museums), are guided by a 
script that combines choreography, geography, his-
tory and fiction. Movements, gestures and choreo-
graphic composition, permeated by historical and 
geographical information with little bits of fiction, 
place participants in an extra-ordinary state, pulled 
out from daily life, but in the middle of the street. 
fiction, place participants in an extra-ordinary state, 
pulled out from daily life, but in the middle of the 
street. The street is no longer just a pathway in the 
rushed city life, and opens up to new perspectives 
and perceptions. The spectators become protago-
nists of the tour-performance, subverting their tra-
ditional role. As a result, another layer of spectators 
is created: the unsuspecting passers-by. While the 
guided spectators are invited to observe the perfor-
mative potential of the street, the passers-by watch 
them collectively perform a choreography.

To learn more, watch a video at the link below:
https://vimeo.com/49578825



EDITIONS
2011/12
TRÍADE Tour São Bento
Rua São Bento, São Paulo, BR

2013
TRÍADE TOUR OUVIRUMDUM
Ipiranga, São Paulo, BR
(invited by SESC Ipiranga)

2013
TRÍADE TOUR SANTOS
Santos, BR
(invited by Bienal Internacional SESC de Dança)

AWARDS AND 
INCENTIVES

Fomento à Dança para a cidade 
de São Paulo

Funarte Klauss Vianna de Dança Award
ProAC 25 - Promoção do Acesso à Cultura. 



TRÍADE TOUR
SÃO BENTO
2011-12
Rua São Bento, São Paulo, BR

TRIADE Tour São Bento covers an area in downtown São Paulo that is home to im-
portant historical artifacts. The participants, equipped with headphones, are guided 

-
cial and social center of the city. By means of a voiceover narration, the tour travels 
back to the 1920s and 1930s, a city populated by coffee barons, baronesses, bour-
geois and immigrants (whose labor enriched the coffee aristocracy), provoking reflec-
tions about the body and the city, past and present. The narrative axis is established 
around the Edifício Martinelli, a large building that became a symbol of São Paulo 
and, in 1929, was the first skyscraper in Latin America. During construction, people 
feared its fall, raising questions about the meaning of the city's verticalization. From 
its peak, with parties that brought together the São Paulo elite, to its decline in the 
1970s when, as a result of disinvestment in the city's downtown area, the building 
became a vertical slum. Martinelli goes through a process of "eviction, cleansing and 
rebirth" similar to other evictions currently taking place in the city, as an icon of a 
changing society. Martinelli helps to tell the actual and fictional story of Tour São 
Bento, involving body and city, noise and silence, past and present. 

CREDITS
Coordination: Adriana Macul and Mariana Vaz
Creation: Adriana Macul, Flávia Melman, 
Larissa Salgado, Mariana Vaz and Natalia Mallo
New script version (2012): Adriana Macul 
e Mariana Vaz, with collaboration of Larissa 
Salgado



TRÍADE TOUR
OUVIRUMDUM
2013 - Ipiranga, São Paulo, BR

"TRÍADE Tour Ouvirundum" is a choreographic, interactive and site specific tour 
developed for SESC Ipiranga, in São Paulo.
Ouvirundum invites the spectator to choreograph a story.
The story of the neighborhood, the story of independence, the story of the scream. 
Who are the protagonists of these stories? 
It is made of large or small feats? 
How many versions can a story have? 
Which is your favorite? 
Identify your heroes. 
Heroes scream. 
Other characters scream. 
People scream. 
Do they? 
By the way, where's the river? What happened to it?
History never stops, has no beginning or end ...
What is happening now, in this history? 
Which character is that skater? Is he sliding or dancing? 
What about that family posing for a photo? 
For which one would you erect a monument? 
Like that one right there, which looks like ... But in truth is ...

CREDITS
General Coordination and Creation: Adriana 
Macul and Mariana Vaz
Collaboration: Laura Bruno 
Guest architect-urbanist: Silvio Oksman
Research assistance: Larissa Verbisck and 
Pedro Stempniewski
Narration: Ana Andreatta and Erika Moura
Sound: Natalia Mallo



TRÍADE TOUR
SANTOS
2013 - Santos, BR

CREDITS
General Coordination and Script Creation:
Adriana Macul and Mariana Vaz
Script collaboration: Laura Bruno
Local consultants: Alessandro Atanes, José 
Maria de Macedo Filho and Marina Guzzo
Sound editing and soundtrack: Felipe Julian 
Voiceover: Mariana Senne or Thiago Amoral
Local production: Amanda Medeiros

In Tríade Tour Santos, we dive into four centuries of history following a 1-kilometer-
long route through the historic center of Santos, filled with irony and choreography. 
We start at the colonial city, known as the "south coast Paraty", walk through the 
"Green Gold Wall Street" of coffee heydays, and reach the "Dubai of the swamp" of 
the oil days to come (or not?). 

Through the narrative and body-city relationships built along the way, the tour 
transforms the street into a theme and space for demonstrations and inquiries, 
promoting dialogue between the participants and those watching them, and the 
city, its history, its uses and characters. The coffee exchange tower was the high-
est point of the green gold city. And today, are the Petrobras towers the highest? 
Sharpen your sense of smell: can you smell the coffee? And oil? Make a full circle 
and look: can you see any sign of oil royalties?

To learn more, watch a video at the link below (PORT).
https://vimeo.com/114197912





TRÍADE MÓBILE

www.nucleotriade.com
nucleotriade@gmail.comM
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HOW DO I 
OCCUPY
THE CITY?

“MÓBILES” are short performa-
tive-choreographic interventions 
created for a specific territory, 
based on the provocation-ques-
tion "how do I occupy the city?". 
The interventions are formulated 
based on a PUBLIC LABORA-
TORY, in which TRIADE - with 
the aid of an architect-urbanist 
- shares its method to formulate 
site specific performative ac-
tions [collect - spin - weave].
 
TRIADE MÓBILE intrinsically 
unites creation activity and site 
specific circulation, as well as 
cultural training and action. 
The laboratory is a fruitful and 
effervescent territory: a space to 
exchange ideas, share referrals, 
voice issues, research formats 
and initiate new creations.



THE DYNAMICS OF THE 
TRÍADE MÓBILE PUBLIC 
LABORATORY

Orientation: TRIADE + guest urbanist
Target audience: artists who research body-city relationships, art 
students, architecture students and interested people in general. 
Minimum age of 14 years. (Minors need parental or guardian per-
mission, to be submitted on the first day of the workshop.)
Workload: 14 to 18 hours (2 to 3 days)  
Goals: Space to exchange ideas, share referrals, voice issues, re-
search formats and start new explorations. TRÍADE will share with 
participants its intervention methodology [collect, spin, weave]. 
Starting from the provocation-question "how do I occupy the 
city?", we intend to discuss and experience body-city interactions 
within a specific territory.

1. Collect
TRÍADE and participant group, aided by the guest 
urbanist, will collect impressions of the territory: 
architecture, uses, stories, characters, etc.  

2. Spin
Based on the collection and discussions, the 
group will spin proposals for short interventions 
(mobiles), which will take place at the end 
of the laboratory. This phase includes the 
collective process of selection and maturation of 
ideas, as well as pre-production of interventions.

3. Weave
Interventions - mobiles - created in the 
previous step will be carried out. The number 
and duration of interventions will be defined 
by the Laboratory group, taking into account 
preparation and execution time and the 
available resources.



EDITIONS
2013

Paulo - São Paulo, BR

de Janeiro, BR

2014
a performáticos_inquietos_radicais, Sesc 

Belenzinho – São Paulo, BR

AWARDS
Ocupação da Caixa Cultural 2012

Idealization, Coordination and Production:
Adriana Macul e Mariana Vaz





SÉ
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E
www.nucleotriade.com

nucleotriade@gmail.com

SÉRIE
CARTOCOREOGRÁFICA





Through performative action, SÉRIE CARTOCOREOGRÁFICA dis-
cusses and questions the construction, occupation and way of liv-
ing in the city: the uses and flows of a territory - its "everyday cho-
reography" - are mapped, named and "labeled". The performances 
unfold into the actions involving the mapping, as well as the "being 
mapped". In the actions, participants interact with the space and 
with those who use it, occupy it. With adhesive tapes and mark-
ers, the footprints left by and on the living space will be traced: 
daily and mundane actions such as sitting and waiting, talking on 
the phone, shoe shining, selling, buying, chatting, reading, among 
others, gain - literally - an outline marked in tape and a name or la-
bel. Through the outlined divisions and plastic organizations, new 
urban fabric choreographies gain visibility, resulting in an installa-
tion of "daily routine choreographies".



Movement#1
[CTV] 
Cartocoregrafia de 
Territórios Vivos
("Cartochoreography"
of Living Territories)

ACTION
Participants demarcate 'living activity areas' 
using masking tape or chalk. After being iden-
tified and outlined, each zone will be named. 
Demarcated areas may overlap.

DURATION
About 4 hours. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Busy area; type of pavement admitting demarca-
tion with masking tape.



Movement#2
[Flux] 
Cartocoregrafia
de Fluxos
("Cartochoreography"
of Flows)

ACTION
Participants map the flows of passers-by. In 
pairs, participants follow passers-by, marking 
their flow with masking tape, drawing lines on 
the pavement. They ask people's name, origin 
and destination and write this information at the 
end of the outlined path. Each person is followed 
until participants run out of masking tape. 

DURATION
About 4 hours. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Busy area; type of pavement admitting demar-
cation with masking tape.



Movement#3
[Print]
Impressões 
Cartocoreográficas
("Cartochoreographic"
Prints) 
ACTION
Based on the observation of photos and Cartog-
raphy records of the city / district, create a sim-
plified map of territories to be remodeled into 
new spaces, such as a cultural center or school. 

DURATION
About 4 hours. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Foyer, lobby or similar space. 2 to 3 TVs with 
USB port (desirable).



The SÉRIE has already taken place in:

2014
performáticos_inquietos_radicais, Sesc Belen-

zinho - SP, BR

Cidade Ocupada - Sesc Campinas, Campinas, BR
Circuito Cultural Paulista

2015

Mostra do Fomento à Dança, Centro Cultural 
da Penha - SP, BR

2016

SP, BR

Credits
Coordination: Adriana Macul and Mariana Vaz
Creation: Adriana Macul, Carolina Nóbrega, Laura 
Bruno and Mariana Vaz.
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SÉRIE
[APARTEQUETECABE]

[YOURSHARE]





[a parte que te cabe]

bread should be divided into equal parts, but what about the brioche 
and the croissant? which portion of wealth should be allocated to each 
of us? and of misfortunes?  
what am I worth? what are you worth?  what is fair? in the eyes of 
whom?
how does the use of the land take place? and the abuse? who decides?  
which flows - visible and invisible - determine the urban choreogra-
phies?
are you part of this choreography? what is your role? 
and mine? 

Inspired by the verses of João Cabral de Melo Neto in "Morte e Vida 
Severina", the series  [APARTEQUETECABE / YOURSHARE] - per-
formatively discusses equity. The Series is integrated by the CO-
REOGRAPHIC GAMES: LABOUR (2017), LABUTA/WORK (2017) 
and APARTEQUETECABE/YOURSHARE (2017) and a performa-
tive Diptych ”TRABALHO/Labor” (2017), which is made up by the 
performances CACHÊ/CACHE and CRISE | Diagrama Interativo em 
Fluxo / CRISIS | Interactive Diagram in a Flow.

equity: 1. appreciation, fair judgement. 1.1 respect for 
each person's equal rights, which is independent of the 
positive law, but of a sense of what is considered fair in 
view of the causes and intentions. 2. correction, honesty 
in the way to proceed, judge, opine etc.; uprightness, fair-
ness, equality, impartiality. 

[A
PA

RT
EQ

U
ET

EC
A

BE
]
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TRABALHO, um díptico

LABOR, a Dypitc 
[CACHÊ + CRISE]

[CACHE + CRISIS]





www.nucleotriade.com
nucleotriade@gmail.com

CACHE



CACHÊ



Is art useful?
Is art necessary?

What is the value of a piece of art?

Is the artist a worker? 
How much is the artist's work worth?  What determines this value?

Is the artist a privileged worker? 
Or a worker under precarious conditions? 

what am I worth?
what are you worth? 

what is fair? in the eyes of whom?
 

 which flows - visible and invisible - determine the labor field?
 which flows - visible and invisible - determine the art field?



Materials: Real paper money, equivalent to the fees 
paid to performers, adhesive tape and stopwatch.
Duration: one working day
Location: place of great circulation, in the middle 
of people’s ways.

EDIÇÕES
2017

-
enal Sesc de Dança - Sept, 15

SP - Bienal Sesc de Dança - Sept, 16

Concept and Performance: Adriana Macul and 
Mariana Vaz

C
AC

H
Ê
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CRISE

CRISIS

DIAGRAMA 
INTERATIVO

EM FLUXO

INTERACTIVE 
DIAGRAM 

IN A FLOW



CRISIS
INTERACTIVE
DIAGRAM IN
A FLOW



CRISIS is a platform for exchanges, realign-
ments, discussions, listing, provocations on top-
ics related to artistic making and living on the 
artistic making nowadays in Brazil, when the 
cultural sector  is absolutely negleted.

CRISIS is an Interactive Diagram: concernant to-
pics are issued in a big game board where  whoe-
ver is interested can participater adding ideas, or 
drawing new connections between ideas/conceps 
previously added, or building new conceptual tra-
cks, etc. 



PROGRAMME
During the 3 days of CRISIS, one can (either) 
watch (or) and take part into it. 

In first and second days, you can participate in 
the following ways: 

 IDEAS ON CULTURE;

 HISTORY OF DANCE IN BRAZIL; 

In the last day,  one can (either) watch (or) and 
-

REOGRAPH THE DIAGRAM. In dialogue (con-
frotation) the material  previously  genereted ( 
constellated ideas,  history facts and selected 
texts) , as well as participants ideas, opinions 
and personal testimony on the subjets. 



EDITIONS

2017

de Dança - Sept, 21 to 27

Concept and Direction: Adriana Macul e Mariana Vaz
Creation and Performance: Adriana Macul, Bruno 
Levorin, Mariana Vaz e Mirella Marino

C
RI

SE





JOGOS COREOGRÁFICOS
COREOGRAPHIC GAMES

www.nucleotriade.com
nucleotriade@gmail.com





LABOUR

An interactive choreographic game that 
approches each participant’s opinions 
and testimony on LABOR.  

INSTRUCTIONS
Before entering the game-board, a brick-
piece shall be collected at the “START” 
point. The participant shall trace her/
his route answering to questions, which 
answers will trace a trail on the board. 
At the end, the participant will place his 
brick-piece on the station where she/he 
finishes the ride. 

LABOUR

[Y
O

U
RS

H
AR

E]



EDITIONS

2017

Concept: Adriana Macul e Mariana Vaz
Creation and Performance: Adriana Macul, 
Mariana Vaz e Mirella Marino





LABUTA
WORK
An interactive choreographic game that approches 
each participant’s opinions and testimony on op-
portunities to choose work and profession.

INSTRUCTIONS
Before entering the game-board, a brick-piece 
shall be collected at the “START” point. The 
participant shall trace her/his route answering 
to questions, which answers will trace a trail on 
the board. At the end, the participant will place 
his brick-piece on the station where she/he fin-
ishes the ride. 

LABUTA

[Y
O

U
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H
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E]



EDITIONS

2017

Concept: Adriana Macul e Mariana Vaz
Creation and Performance: Adriana Macul, 
Mariana Vaz e Mirella Marino





APARTEQUETECABE
YOURSHARE
An interactive choreographic game about privileges, 
inequalities and (in) equity.

INSTRUCTIONS
The game starts where "START" is marked.

The yellow arrows indicate the route of the partici-
pant by the PLAY AREA.

THE PLAY AREA is formed by seasons. By the "en-
trance" of each station, you will find instructions of 
its dynamics.

Have a nice time!

APARTEQ

[Y
O
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EDITIONS

2017

Concept: Adriana Macul e Mariana Vaz
Creation and Performance: Adriana Macul, 
Mariana Vaz e Mirella Marino





RESEARCH
BICHO DE SEDA
DESLOCADOS?

www.nucleotriade.com
nucleotriade@gmail.comBI
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Research conducted in 2008, supported by PAC 4 de Pesquisa em 
Dança 2007.

In 2007, we were instigated by the following questions:

dance language in São Paulo?

Our intention was to bring to light information about the contem-
porary scenario of dance in São Paulo in order to understand the 
reality of the dance artist in the city and its relationship to the 
process of research in dance. After all, the production context into 
which an artistic expression is inserted influences the art form.

A conflict between a youthful, modern belief, of art as an ex-
pression of the artist's inner self, as a space of extravasation of 
an individuality always primary and unique, free of inheritance 
or heirs, and the consciousness of art today as predetermined 
space, duly institutionalized into a system that is not limited by 
what is understood as art market (galleries, museums, etc.), but 
also includes history of art. What is the meaning of this conflict? 
That, despite the desire, the creative gesture of the artist in con-
temporary society (as destructuring or anti-artistic as it could be 
intended) is enclosed into a system where any and all artistic or 
supposedly anti-artistic attitude seems to have already been as-
similated, catalogued. (CHIARELLI, T., 2002).

http://triade-bichosdasedadeslocados.blogspot.fr/


LIMINARIDADE
(publication)

www.nucleotriade.com
nucleotriade@gmail.comRI
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Publication resulting from the project Liminaridade | 5 movimentos, jointly devel-
oped by Núcleo Tríade and Coletivo Cartográfico, self-managed groups in the city 
of São Paulo carrying out research in contemporary dance and urban art.

Contemplated by the 17th edition of Fomento à Dança para a cidade de São Paulo, 
the project developed over 2015 aimed to oxygenate, deepen and radicalize its 
cross-border practices and intended to conjoin the groups' research and interests 
into 5 movements, focused on the following themes: 1. publication, archive and 
record-keeping; 2. city, drift and cartography; 3. dissolution of borders across the 
arts; 4. art-activism; 5. body as performative construction.

The project was concluded with the launch of the publication Liminaridade, orga-
nized by members of the groups, with all material produced by the members and by 
guest artists and academics.

Awards and Incentives: 17th edition of Fomento à Dança para a cidade de São Paulo

Editorial coordination: Adriana Macul, Carolina Nóbrga, Daniel Luhman, Fabiene 
Carneiro, Mariana Vaz, Mônica Galvão
Publisher: Parole, 2015 | ISBN : 978-85-5663-000-0

LI
M

IN
A

http://www.youblisher.com/p/1358996-LIMINARIDADE/


ADRIANA MACUL
is an artist. Her creations transit across the bor-
ders between dance, performance, installation 
and urban intervention.  She is also a research-
er and educator. Among her authorial projects, 
CorpoDiva, Corpopop and Pender-se stand out. 
From 2008 to 2013, she worked at the city’s 
Vocational Program. She has received incen-
tives and awards from Programa de Fomento 
à Dança, PROAC, Funarte Klauss Viana, Caixa 
Cultural, circuito Paulista, Dança no MIS. She 
graduated in theater at École Philippe Gaulier 
(Paris) and the Somatic Movement Education 
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